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The followingis a translation from the GermanCopyrightAct. Articles15and 31relate to the YachtArchive
case (N-i6) and Arts53 and 87 to the PersonalVideoRecordercase (N-17).
COPYRICHT
Cerman Copyright Act

~ Authors;Broadcasting;
Copyright;Copyrightexploitation;
Germany;Privatecopying

"Article 15 General
(1) The author shall have the exclusive right to exploit his work in material form; his right shall
comprisein particular:
1. the right of reproduction (Article16);
(2) The author shall further have the exclusive right to communicate his work to the public in
non-material form (right of communicationto the public); his right shall comprisein particular:
1. the right of recitation, performanceand presentation (Article19);
2. the right of making publicly accessible(Article19(a));
3. the right of broadcasting (Article20);
4. the right of communicationby means of video or audio recordings (Article21);
5. the right of communicationof broadcasts and of public access (Article22).
(3) The communicationof a work shall be deemed public if it is intended for a plurality of persons.
Everyperson belongs to the public who is not related to the person who exploits the work or to
other persons to whomit is perceptible or made accessiblein an uncorporeal form.

Article 31 Granting of ExploitaJ)ionRights
(4) The grant of an exploitation right for as yet unknown types of use and any obligations in that
respect shall have no legal effect.
(5) If the types of use to which the exploitation right extends have not been specificallydesignated
when the right was granted, the scope of the exploitationright shall be determined in accordance
with the purpose envisaged in making the grant. Thisprinciple is also applicable concerning the
questions whether an exploitation right was granted, whether it is an exclusiveor non-exclusive
right, how far the scope of the rights of use and of the exclusiverights do extend and to which
exceptionsfrom and limitations of the copyright the exploitationright is subject.

Article 53 Reproduction for Private and Other Personal Uses
(1) It shall be permissible to make single copies of a work for private use on any carriers, provided
that they do not serve commercialpurposes, unless the reproduction is made on the basis of copy,
whichwas made in an evidently infringing manner. Aperson authorized to make such copies may
also cause such copies to be made by another person; however,this shall apply if the reproduction
was made without charges or if the reproductionwas made on paper or a similar carrierby means
of photo mechanicalprocessesor processeswith similareffect.

Article 87 Broadcasting Organizations' Rights
(1) Abroadcasting organization shall have the exclusiveright
1. to rebroadcast its broadcasts,
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2. to record its broadcasts on a video or audio recording medium, to make photographs of its
broadcasts and to reproduce and distribute such recordings or photographs, with the exception
of the rental right,
3. to make its broadcast perceivable to the public in places only accessible to the public on
payment of an entrance fee.
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Contract terms; Copyright;
Digital technology; Electronic
publishing; Germany;Licensing
agreements
"Yacht Archive"
Court of Appeal, Hamburg
February 24, 2005
5U62/0U JurPCWeb-Dok.121/2005

The law: Article31(4)of the German Copyright Act states that transactions in types of exploitation

which were unknown at the time of the conclusion of the contract are without effect. Article31(5)of the Act
contains the doctrine of limitations of the granted rights to the purpose necessary for the fulfilment of the
contract. Bothrules of law intend the protection of the author as a weaker party.
Facts: The Court of Appeal of Hamburg was concerned with a contract concluded in 1986according

to which a photographer and author (the plaintiff) granted the publisher (the defendant) comprehensive
exploitation rights for publication in his yachting journal (Die Yacht), which included the right to archivethe
contributions. The contract was amended in 1998and 2000; however, digital rights were not expresslydealt
with. The plaintiff supplied works which were paid for and published by the defendant until the termination
of the contractual relation in 20m. In 2004the plaintiff noticed that during the fair "Boot 2004" the defendant
had made accessible to the general public on four computer terminals the journal's archives of prints in
digital form from 1904onwards including those contributions which he had made since 1981.The plaintiff
asserted a violation of his digital exploitation rights, since the contract would not include the rights of making
his works online accessible to the public so that the defendant would only be authorised to exploit the works
on traditional paper-based prints, and he asked the court to grant an injunction. The defendant denied
copyright infringement. In his view there was no infringing use, since the modifications of the contractin
1998and 2000 would imply the grant of digital rights, because those exploitation rights were known by that
time, so that the comprehensive~nting clause contained in the contract of 1986would "automatically" be
extended to cover also those rights.

Held:The court held that the offering of the plaintiff's works on computer terminals during the boat
fair constituted a copyright infringement in the sense of Art.15(2)sentence I and (3) of the GermanCopyright
Act, since he had made the protected works simultaneously accessible to a "multitude of members of the
general public" in the sense of Art.15(3)sentence I of the Act. Forthis reason the court refrained fromassessing
whether the defendant had also committed an unauthorised making (online) accessible to the public in the'
sense of Art.I9(a)of the Act.
In the court's viewthe digital exploitation of worksconstituted an unknown type of exploitationat tbt
time of the conclusion of the contract between the parties in 1986.Accordingly, the comprehensivegranting
clause did not comprise digital exploitation rights. Based on Art.31(5)of the German CopyrightAct the rigb!
holder transfers only those rights which are necessary for the fulfilment of the contractual purpose. Alsofo;
this reason the contract did not comprise the grant of digital rights, which were unknown at that time and
which actually could not be foreseen. Referringto its jurisprudence in earlier cases the court stated:
"The subsequent appearance of this new type of exploitation was not susceptible to change !he
contractual purpose with retroactive effect. Thismay possibly be the case if a new type of exploitat10.i'
substitutes the contractually envisaged type of exploitation so that for this reason the realisationof
the contractual purpose requires a modification of the contractual purpose."
Referring to the controversial issue up to what time digital exploitation rights in print media could
2
considered as unknown, the court cited German legal writers who suggest as relevant years between 198
1995.The court differentiated: even though the German daily the Handelsblatt may have offered an on
version already in 1984,this would not establish general knowledge of the online exploitation of journals.
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''The online exploitation of newspapers and journals in general is directed towards the general public.
. . . It may be that at that time publishers maintained electronic data bases offering access for online . _
use within closed networks with limited access. However,these types of exploitation did not relate to -, 1
publicly accessibly communication networksfor broad circles of the general public. Sincenewspapers
and journals are typical mass media, the technical availability of digital copies to few and possibly
only commercial users is not susceptible to establish knowledge in the sense of Article31(4) of the
Copyright Act. ... Graphical applications on screens such as 'Windows' were not used at that time
and did not have any relevant impact, even if early types may have been used by certain groups
of PC users. Access within electronic data networks was only possible for closed user groups ....
Accordingly,the online use of newspapers and journals cannot be considered as known in 1984."
Taking into consideration that well-known German periodicals like the FrankfurterAllgemeineZeitung, the
Sii.ddeutscheZeitung and the Spiegelbegan offering online versions from 1993 onwards, the court considered
this date as relevant, focusing also on the fact the new type of exploitation would hardly have had any
economic relevance before that time.
Forthese reasons the contract of 1986 could not include the grant of digital rights. Sincethe subsequent
amendments of the contract in 1998 and 2000 did not relate to the grant of exploitation rights but only to the
payment, they did not affect the granting clauses. The court held:
"Basedon the facts such amendments are not intended or susceptible to modify the general contractual
basis between the parties concerning the transfer of images and texts by the plaintiff. Theagreements'
text reveals that the parties proceeded upon the assumption that the original agreement remained in
effect unless it was changed by the subsequent amendment. In such a case the Court considers that
the relevant time concerning the question whether a type of exploitation was 'known' can only be the
time of the conclusion of the contract in 1986. This was the basis for the grant of rights, which the
plaintiff conceded to the defendant."

Accordingly, digital types of exploitation are not included in "old" contracts, even if they are amended
subsequently, unless the granting clause is expressly broadened to include such rights, and even if "new"
contracts were to include such types of exptbitation without an express reference. In the court's view the
publisher should have taken care to obtain digital exploitation rights in the subsequent amendments of the
ARNOLD
contract.
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Facts: Thedefendant offered a "PVR"(personal video recorder) service.Accordingto his business idea
Broadcasting
internet users should select transmissions from TVbroadcasts in Germany,which he would digitally

store on
Copyright;Digital technology; his server, accessible to the user, who could download and view it at his convenience on his computer's screen.
Germany;Infringement; Online The plaintiff, a German TVbroadcaster, asked for an injunction, asserting that the defendant's activities
services; Television;Video recordings infringed his copyright (that is, the broadcaster's neighbouring rights).
"Personal video recorder"
Courtof Appeal of Cologne
Article87(1) of the GermanCopyrightAct grants broadcasters exclusiverights in the reproduction and
September 9, 2005 making publicly accessible of their broadcasts.
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Held: The court held that the defendant's offer was addressed to the public, because the offer to
download transmissions which were stored on the PVRwas accessible to everybody:

"The defendant's customer may watch the transmission 'at a place of his choice', because he could
watch it at any place where he kept his personal computer. This may occur 'at any time chosen by
him', because the stored transmission is available for download. There is also a 'making accessible'
in the sense of the Act, since this criterion is fulfilled through the interactive download ... , which is
made by a customer from the allocated space on the server."
The court held that the defendant infringed also the plaintiff's right of reproduction:
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"Alreadythe storing of the selected TVtransmissionon the server constitutes a reproduction by
defendant, which falls within the statutory definition of Article16of the CopyrightAct.Additiona
also the modificationof the receivedprogram signal by digitisation, which is made in order to ren
the interactive download possible, falls within the statutory definition, because the use of a work
digitisation involvesa reproduction."

However,the court considered that the defendant infringed the plaintiff's rights only in so far as he asked
customersfor the payment of a remuneration:
"The defendant succeeds with the private use defence in the sense of Article53(1)of the Copyri
Act, provided that he supplied his services free of charge. This does not only concern the righ
reproduction, but also with regard to the more comprehensiveright of making the broadcast pub ·
accessible, since the transmissionof a commissionedreproduction in the sense of Article53 of the
does not constitute an infringing exploitation."

Basedon Art.53(1)sentence I of the CopyrightAct, the individual reproductions of a workby a natural per
for private use are allowed.Thisincludes also digital reproductions. Thecourt explained:
"If the copy is not made by the person who is the addressee of the exception from the copyright
the sense of sentence 1,it is lawful, if the addressee authorisesa third person to make the copy in
sense of sentence 2, provided that the reproduction is made without charges (first alternative)orif
is a traditional paper-based reproduction (second alternative)."

In the court's view the defendant, but not his customers, has to be considered as the "maker" of
reproductions:
"The Court accepts the view that the delimitation between the making of a copy by the addre
of the exception in the sense of Article53(1)sentence I of the Act and having it made by a t
person in the sense of sentence of the provision may be blurred in the case of digital reproduc
technologies.Butbamfon the facts and taking into account that Article53of the Act,whichexe
certain activitiesfrom a rightholder's exclusiverights, has to be given a narrowinterpretationbee
of its exceptional nature, it has to be assumed that the maker of the digital copies of TVbroa
transmissionsis not the defendant's private customer, but the defendant himself."

Accordingly,PVRsystemsover the internet require the TVbroadcaster's authorisation unless they are off
ARNOLD
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